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Abstract Ions heavier than 4He are treated as “minors” in the solar wind.
This is justified for many applications since minor ions have no significant
influence on the dynamics of the interplanetary plasma. However, minor ions
carry information on many aspects of the formation, on the acceleration and
on the transfer of solar plasma from the corona into the interplanetary space.
This review concentrates on various aspects of minor ions as diagnostic trac-
ers. The elemental abundance patterns of the solar wind are shaped in the
chromosphere and in the lower transition region by processes, which are not
fully understood at this moment. Despite this lack of detailed understand-
ing, observed abundance patterns have been classified and are now com-
monly used to characterize the sources, and to trace back solar-wind flows
to their origins in the solar atmosphere. Furthermore, the solar wind is the
most important source of information for solar isotopic abundances and for
solar abundances of volatile elements. In order to fully exploit this informa-
tion, a comprehensive understanding of elemental and isotopic fractionation
processes is required. We provide observational clues to distinguish different
processes at work.
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1 Introduction
Particle mass, nuclear charge and state of ionization,A,Z, andQ, are quantities
which characterize a minor ion in the solar wind. These parameters, together
with the three velocity components vx,vy,vz suffice to describe a single particle
at a given point and time. How is this information to be used?
There are two distinct branches of interest, each with wide ramifications and
with important cross-links between each other. The first is related to the last
four parameters, i.e., to kinetic properties of the minor ion and its charge state:
they describe the actual state of the particle, and in the context of its ambi-
ent environment, they can provide relevant information on the dynamic state
of the ambient plasma and on the interaction of a particle with its surround-
ings, i.e., on its collisions with field particles, its interaction with the magnetic
field, wave–particle interactions, etc. In this sense minor ions have been used as
“hydrological tracers,” that is particles which do not influence the flow itself but
serve as diagnostics for processes occurring in the flow. The most prominent
application, which comes to mind, is the use of charge-state distributions to
investigate coronal temperatures, coronal temperature gradients and density
gradients. This covers the physical aspects of interest in minor species.
The chemical interest concerns the parameters A and Z, i.e., the composition
of minor species in the solar wind. Again, as will be outlined in more detail
in the following, the abundance pattern of minor species in relation to solar
photospheric abundances can tell us something about the solar-wind feeding
process. For some elements, especially those with high excitation energies (and
high ionization potentials) such as the noble gases and the volatile elements
in general, the solar-wind abundances provide important information on solar
abundances.1
An even more interesting application is the determination of isotopic abun-
dances from the solar wind. In this case the solar wind provides information on
the Sun, which is not accessible through optical observations or through other
means.
The two foci of interest should not be treated independently because they
are closely interlinked. Understanding the interaction of minor species with the
surrounding magnetized plasma is crucial for the understanding of the relation
between solar-wind abundances and photospheric abundances. Conversely, if
the abundance of an element or its isotopic composition at the coronal base
and in the solar-wind is known with good precision, it is possible to draw
useful inferences about the dynamics of the corona and the interplanetary
plasma.
1 Classically, speaking about solar elemental abundances, one refers to abundances determined
from the depths and shapes of lines observed in the photospheric spectrum. Elements with high
excitation energies and ionization potentials do not usually have lines in the photospheric spectrum
that are suitable for an abundance determination. Chemically, such elements are highly volatile
and meteoritic or even cometary abundances do not allow reliable inferences for solar abundances.
Coronal abundances of such elements can, however, be obtained from observations in the extreme
ultraviolet and X-ray spectral ranges observed outside the terrestrial atmosphere.
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Almost simultaneously with the first experimental confirmation of a
continuously blowing solar wind (Gringauz et al. 1960, 1961) it was discovered
that the solar wind contained also elements other than hydrogen: Neugebauer
and Snyder (1962, 1966) used a combination of a simpleE/Q-analyzer and a Far-
aday cup on theMariner 2 spacecraft to investigate the energy per charge distri-
bution of the solar-wind particles. Scanning in coarse steps through awide range
of proton energies they found that 4He++ was a sizeable constituent. Despite
the poor resolution of the E/Q-spectra obtained from the Mariner experiment,
they derived a helium to hydrogen flux ratio of 0.046, remarkably compatible
with present-day determinations of the helium abundance in the solar wind,
although these authors were forced to attribute a rather high uncertainty to
their first measurement. Nevertheless, the uncertainty was small enough to let
the authors realize that the abundance of helium in the solar wind was different
from its putative solar abundance [see Neugebauer (1997), Hufbauer (1991),
Parker (2001) for a detailed account of these early discoveries].
For a long time, minor ions in the solar wind have mainly been a topic of
interest for the in situ community, i.e., they have been investigated with in situ
instruments of increasing complexity – going from electrostatic energy/charge
analyzers (Bame et al. 1968, Rosenbauer et al. 1977), to combined Wien Filters
with electrostatic energy/charge analyzers (Coplan et al. 1978) to sophisticated
time-of-flight mass-spectrometers (Gloeckler et al. 1983, Hovestadt et al. 1995).
More recently, it has become possible to study minor species and their kinetic
properties in the corona by remote-sensing techniques, notably with the UVCS
and SUMER instruments on SOHO (Kohl et al. 1995, Wilhelm et al. 1995,
Cranmer et al. 1999b, Kohl et al. 2006).
Soon after it was realized that helium was generally depleted in the solar
wind compared to solar abundances, oxygen ions were detected by the Los
Alamos Group (Bame et al. 1968). This confirmed the view that apart from
the notorious underabundance of helium, the other elements were contained
in generally solar proportions. Simultaneously, the Los Alamos Group dem-
onstrated that the minor ions carried information on physical properties of
the innermost corona far out into the interplanetary space. These observations
allowed the first determination of coronal temperatures with in situ techniques
(Hundhausen et al. 1968b).
Not much after the experimental confirmation of the existence of the solar
wind, Wänke (1965) attributed large amounts of noble gases found in brecci-
ated meteorites to a solar origin. In his paper Wänke hypothesized that solar
gases had been implanted with the solar wind into meteoritic grains, possibly
in an asteroidal regolith. Eberhardt et al. (1966), analyzing different grain size
fractions of the Khor-Temiki meteorite, succeeded to demonstrate that, indeed,
these gases were surface correlated and had been implanted with typical solar
wind energies into the grains.
This discovery ultimately led Geiss et al. (1972) (see also Geiss et al. 2004)
to develop a solar-wind-trapping experiment with an artificial target and to
investigate solar-wind noble gases by deploying an aluminum foil on the Moon
in the course of the Apollo missions. With the Apollo missions, it was also
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possible to study elemental and isotopic abundances of solar-wind noble gases
and some other elements up to xenon by analyzing lunar dust in the laboratory
(Eberhardt et al. 1970). Now it became evident that the solar wind contained
the full periodic system of elements roughly in solar abundances. All these dis-
coveries opened the two intertwined avenues of research: What can we learn
about solar abundances from the solar wind? And, typical thermal speeds of
heavy ions at coronal temperatures are far below escape speeds from the solar
gravitational field; but then, how is it possible that heavy species are efficiently
incorporated into the solar wind?
These questions will be addressed in the following. One of the purposes of
this review is to demonstrate the wealth and diversity of physical topics to be
found in this field, once one accepts the fact that the solar wind does not only
consist of protons and electrons. We begin with a presentation of some basics
about the solar corona in Sect. 2.
2 Minor species in the solar corona
In order to understand the observations of kinetic properties and abundance
variations of minor species, we discuss some salient points in the physics of the
solar corona. As indicated before, we consider minor species to be test particles,
and we will not enter a detailed discussion of field particles, i.e., protons and
electrons. The theory of the field particles in the solar wind that describes the
steady hydrodynamic extension of the corona into the interplanetary space has
been developed by E.N. Parker in a series of articles (Parker 1958, 1961, 1965).
The Sun heats its corona to a temperature of 1–2million degreesK (MK), i.e.,
protons and electrons reach typical thermal energies kT = 100 eV. Hydrogen
and helium become fully ionized; species heavier than helium are almost fully
ionized, i.e., the dominating oxygen species is O6+. Oxygen, for example, can
be brought to this level of ionization in steps of typically 100 eV. The transition
from O6+ to O7+, however, requires 740 eV. Iron is present near the coronal
temperature maximum in the form of Fe10+ to Fe14+.
Such elevated charge states can hardly be produced by radiation from the
solar disk. The EUV radiation from the solar atmosphere is generally too weak,
except in some active regions of limited spatial extent. The corona itself does
produce such energetic radiation but it occurs in single spectral lines and, more-
over, it is optically thin. The white light coronal brightness is at least six orders
of magnitude below the brightness of the solar disk Bird and Edenhofer (1990).
Electron collisions play an important role in achieving these high ionization
states, hence, charge states of minor ions bear information on electron temper-
atures near the coronal temperature maximum.
The gravitational energy of a proton near the coronal temperature max-
imum is −1660 eV; for an oxygen ion it amounts to −27 keV. Comparing
these numbers with the thermal energies in the still collision-dominated regime,
shows that heavy species remain far below escape speed. Hence, some inter-
action with lighter particles or extra heating of heavy species is necessary to
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incorporate them into the solar-wind flow. Typical densities near temperature
maximum are 1013 particles per m3. The collision time in a plasma under
such conditions is of the order of 100 s, corresponding to a mean free path
of 10Mm at the relevant temperature, which is still an order of magnitude
smaller than the density scale height, showing that indeed, heavy particles are
collisionally coupled to protons and electrons near temperature maximum.
As particles move beyond the coronal temperature maximum, electron densi-
ties continue to decrease and the coupling with coronal electrons diminishes
accordingly. We will exploit this in Sect. 4.1 when discussing the determina-
tion of coronal temperature gradients by means of charge-state abundances of
minor ions.
Low in the chromosphere, typical particle densities are of the order of
1018 particles per m3. Putting this into relation to a typical solar-wind flux,
one obtains a flow speed of 0.2m/s in the chromosphere and a typical transfer
time to the site of the coronal temperature maximum at a fraction of 1R
above the solar surface, of the order of several weeks. Considering the magni-
tude of thermal velocities and even more the vigorous dynamics of phenomena
in the solar atmosphere as evidenced from TRACE or SOHO movies (see:
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/mpeg or http://trace.lmsal.com/
Public/Gallery/Movies), it is clear that these numbers represent statistical aver-
ages and do not imply motion in a steady state. In a statistical description
one might say that chances of an average particle to be fed from the solar
atmosphere into the corona at a given moment, are extremely small. Once,
however, such a particle has reached the corona it will continue its travel into
the interplanetary space in a steady supersonic and super-alfvénic flow follow-
ing the picture delineated by Parker. Beyond this point one expects that also
heavy particles are carried into space more or less indiscriminately. On the
other hand, the order of magnitude of the collision times indicates that the
incorporation of heavy ions through Coulomb collisions with protons is not
self-evident. We will discuss the effect of Coulomb collisions in more detail,
especially keeping in mind that the solar-wind flow is highly structured and that
high-density structures might play an important role in feeding heavy species
into the solar wind.
Heating and accelerating minor ions in the solar wind is intricately linked to
the general problem of coronal heating. In fact, minor ions have provided sub-
stantially deeper insight into the coronal heating mechanisms (see the articles
of Cranmer et al. (1999a,b) and the review by Cranmer (2002) for a detailed
account). In order to accelerate solar-wind ions includingminor species, heating
of the supersonic flow is necessary. Apparently this heating mechanism is most
efficient when the kinetic properties of protons and ions are affected differently,
specifically if T⊥ is preferentially enhanced over T‖, where the subscripts indi-
cate the direction of the thermal spread relative to the ambient magnetic field.
All theoretical models agree that the import of energy into the flow arises
from some type of MHD fluctuations, waves or turbulence. The source and the
propagation mechanisms of these fluctuations have not been clearly identified,
ultimately they must be related to the convective motions in the outer
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convection zone of the Sun (OCZ). Possibly, they are due to small-scale recon-
nection events in the solar atmosphere. In principle, understanding the origin
of these magnetic disturbances is not so important to explain the heating and
acceleration of heavy species. However, it is very important to understand how
these disturbances continuously feed heavy species into the transition region
and into the corona. The problem inherent in linear theories of coronal wave-
heating is that either – due to the small pressure- and temperature-scale-heights
in the solar atmosphere, waves are damped very rapidly and will not reach the
regions, where heat addition is required – and/or, that these waves when they
finally reach the location where heating is needed, will not dissipate and, hence,
not deposit energy into the ambient plasma. The solution lies probably in find-
ing a self-consistent theory of MHD turbulence cascading energy from large
structures into fine structures and ultimately into individual particles. MHD
waves can exert pressure on ions and accelerate them through pressure gradi-
ents in a non-resonant and non-discriminating wave-particle interaction. This
has been explored by several authors at different occasions, e.g., (McKenzie
et al. 1979, Isenberg and Hollweg 1982, McKenzie 1994).
The alternative to non-resonant wave heating and acceleration of minor
ions is ion–cyclotron heating – preferentially in the plane perpendicular to the
direction of the magnetic field – combined with acceleration by the mirror
force exerted by the diverging field. This mechanism has increasingly gained
popularity since remote sensing with the SOHO spacecraft brought clear evi-
dence for enhancedO5+-kinetic temperatures,with preferential thermalmotion
perpendicular to the ambient field (e.g., Kohl et al. 1997, Cranmer 2002)
3 Observations on dynamics of minor ions
Figure 1 (from Marsch et al. 1982) is a comprehensive illustration of various
situations encountered in low-speed and high-speed solar-wind streams. Low-
speed solar wind (sometimes also named “interstream” solar wind) is thought to
originate from the boundaries of closed-loop systems. This type of wind usually
remains collision-dominated out to large solar distances. High-speed wind – or
more precisely – “coronal-hole-associated” solar wind is dominated by wave–
particle interaction producing strong anisotropies in the velocity distributions
of all ionic species. It originates from coronal holes.
Panels A andB in Fig. 1 show iso-phase-space density contour plots of typical
isotropic distributions with rather low temperatures and high proton densities
measured in low-speed solar wind with the Helios spacecraft. As expected for
a thermally fully equilibrated plasma, such distributions are representative for
collisional regimes, where collision times are smaller than or comparable to the
solar-wind expansion time. For the discussion of kinetic properties ofminor spe-
cies, it is useful to consider collisional time scales in some more detail. Spitzer
(1956) gives an expression for an equipartition time, within which test particles
(subscript i) adapt their kinetic temperatures to a Maxwellian distribution of
field particles characterized with a kinetic temperature T:
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Fig. 1 Cuts of the three-dimensional velocity distributions of helium ions obtained with the Helios
spacecraft. The origins of the plots are centered about the core of the drift velocities of helium. The
vx axis points in the direction of the bulk velocity vector. The cuts are taken in the plane determined
by the vx axis and the magnetic field vector. The direction of the magnetic field vector is indicated
by the dashed line (from Marsch et al. (1982))
teq,thermal = : Ti − TdT/dt , (1)
teq,thermal = 3mmiπ
3/22o
2nQ2Q2i e4ln
(
2kTi
mi
+ 2kT
m
)3/2
. (2)
ln is the so-called Coulomb logarithm, which takes a value of typically 20 in
the solar wind (Spitzer 1956). From the data given by Marsch et al. (1982) one
finds a typical equilibration time of 40,000 s for the situation shown in panels
A and B. The solar-wind expansion-time is usually defined as the time it takes
the plasma to travel through a density-scale-height
texp = dr
(vdln n)
. (3)
Since, the density decreases with 1/r2, texp = r/2v. In the case of panels A and
B in Fig. 1 this amounts to 50,000 s, i.e., exceeding somewhat the collision time.
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Livi and Marsch (1987) have shown that a few collisions within a solar-wind
expansion time-scale suffice to keep the core of a distribution in thermal equi-
librium and isotropic.
Panels E and F in Fig. 1 show helium velocity distributions as encountered
in high-speed solar wind. Whereas the core of the distribution appears rather
isotropic, the surroundings show complex structures, revealing a complicated
history of the distribution. In this case, the bulk of the helium distribution was
drifting at a relatively high differential speed relative to protons, the speed
difference mounting to typically 150 km/s, i.e., close to the ambient Alfvén
speed.
It has been demonstrated in many instances that minor ions travel faster
than protons (e.g., Ogilvie 1975). We refer to a comprehensive early summary
of the observational evidence by Asbridge et al. (1976) and note in passing that
already in this early publication one finds histograms strongly peaked about
| vα − vp | ≈ 0, where α and p refer to helium particles and protons. This
phenomenon will be discussed in the following in the context of minor ions
speeds.
Hollweg (1974) contributed to the theoretical foundations for explaining the
preferential acceleration of helium in the solar wind. Later, several other stud-
ies focusing on bulk speeds of heavy ions have been carried out with different
instruments on different spacecraft, i.e., with the Ion Composition Instrument
(ICI) on ISEE-3 (Ogilvie et al. 1980a, Schmid et al. 1987, Bochsler 1989), with
SWICS onUlysses (von Steiger et al. 1995), and with CELIAS on SOHO (Hefti
et al. 1998). As others had shown previously, the work ofHefti et al. (1998) dem-
onstrated that heavy ions tend to travel significantly faster in the fast solar wind,
whereas they show no significant deviation from proton speeds in slow solar
wind. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The comparison of O6+ with protons in the top left panel comes as expected.
Oxygen (as is usually the case also for He++ travels faster than protons in high-
speed winds. The other panels confirm these findings through measurements
made with other instruments (Bochsler 1989, Schmid et al. 1987): Si and Fe
ions tend to lag somewhat behind oxygen. Tu et al. (2003) made an attempt
to explain these observations in numerical simulations, taking into account
inward- and outward-propagating waves, and including the second harmonic
of ion-cyclotron resonance and subtle differences of different minor species in
their cyclotron resonances with various types of waves. It is noteworthy that all
these features are less obvious or absent in observations with Ulysses/SWICS
(von Steiger et al. 1995). Note that during the observations of von Steiger et al.
(1995) Ulysses was traveling at heliocentric distances between 5.3 and 4.5AU,
whereas the other observations were carried out on halo orbits around the Eul-
er–Lagrange point L1 in the Earth–Sun system, around 0.99AU from the Sun.
The discrepancy in observations at different sites confirms the fact that wave–
particle interaction continues to shape velocity distributions of minor species
beyond 1AU. In addition, stream–stream interactions must have considerably
smeared out features by the time they arrived at Ulysses, whereas they are still
clearly visible at 1AU. During a period of a full year the helium speed hardly
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Fig. 2 Histograms of bulk velocities of several heavy species. The dashed lines show the locus of
two species that have equal drift speeds. It is evident that in the case of low speeds the observations
match this line, whereas in the case of high-speed solar wind significant differences of the order of
20–40 km/s are observed (from Hefti et al. 1998)
dropped to values below 400 km/s at the Ulysses orbit, despite the fact that
periods with the typical compositional characteristics of low-speed solar wind
have been included in the observations. This demonstrates impressively that
kinetic properties of minor species in the solar wind are much less conservative
properties than compositional signatures.
Differential streaming of different species can create a beam instability even
in the absence of collisions, which tends to redistribute kinetic and thermal
energy among different species. This has been discussed by McKenzie (1994)
and verifiedmore recently experimentally with Ulysses/SWOOPS observations
by Reisenfeld et al. (2001). As the solar-wind plasma moves outward, the ambi-
ent Alfvén velocity decreases and helium ions, which travel at speeds exceeding
the Alfvén speed in the frame of the bulk solar wind, will readjust their drift
velocity, converting kinetic energy into heat as a consequence of the onset of a
magnetosonic instability. This mechanism might also be involved in readapting
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differential streaming of species heavier than helium, thereby being subject
to different growth rates of the instability. This needs to be investigated in
future work.
A detailed analysis of velocities of heavy species over a more extended time
series obtained by ISEE-3/ICI (Bochsler 1989) revealed a conspicuous histo-
gram of velocity differences vSi−vα . ISEE-3/ICI with its combinedWien–Filter
and electrostatic energy analyzer provided particularly well resolved velocity
distributions of heavier species. In this study, the different charge states of sili-
con were not resolved (they ranged from Si8+ to Si10+, i.e., 3.0 ≤ M/Q ≤ 3.6).
The pointed peak near the bin of zero velocity differences in Fig. 3 indicates
that zero drift velocity differences are particularly stable situations in the solar-
wind flow. Consider a plasma parcel with different species traveling through
the corona and the interplanetary space under the antagonistic influences of
wave-action and Coulomb collisions. Apparently there is an agent, which acts
most efficiently to equalize speeds when the bulk speed differences between the
different species is smallest. In such a case an initial speed difference between
different species will either remain large because equilibration is slow, or, it will
rapidly converge towards small speed differences as relaxation times strongly
decrease with speed difference.
The relaxation time for two different species with different drift speeds is
defined in analogy with (1)
teq,speed =: ui − Udui/dt . (4)
Fig. 3 Histograms of velocity difference between silicon and helium ions observed with the Ion
Composition Instrument on ISEE-3 from 1978 through 1982 (Bochsler 1989). Note that the differ-
ences widen and tend towards negative values for solar-wind samples with high speeds. Note also
the conspicuously pointed peak in low-speed solar-wind regimes
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This characteristic time can readily be derived from the transport equation of
minor species, which includes the influence of Coulomb collisions (Geiss et al.
1970, Leutwyler 1999). The speed adjustment time for test particles of species i
(mi,ui,Qi,Ti) streaming in a Maxwellian distribution relative to field particles
(m,U,Q,T), having a density n is:
ti,eq,speed =
2π20μmi·(ui − U)
nQ2Q2i e4 lnG1(x)
. (5)
Here, ln is again the Coulomb-logarithm (Spitzer 1956), and G1(x) denotes
the function
G1(x) = erf (x) − xerf
′(x)
2x2
, (6)
in which erf (x) is the error function and erf ′(x) is its derivative with respect to x.
The argument x is
x = ui − U(
2kTi
mi
+ 2kTm
)1/2 , (7)
and μ =: mmim+mi . To illustrate the approach of a differentially streaming minor
species to a distribution of field particles, consider the following simplified
example: close to equilibrium the function G1(x) can be approximated with
G1(x → 0) ≈ 23√π · x −
2
5
√
π
· x3, (8)
which leads to an expression for the speed relaxation time, which is relevant
for a “hot” plasma, where thermal speeds are larger than the relative drifts
between different species:
ti,eq,speed→0 =
3π3/220μmi
(
2kTi
mi
+ 2kTm
)3/2
nQ2Q2i e4ln ·
(
1 − 35 · (ui−U)
2
( 2kTimi
+ 2kTm )
) , (9)
which is abbreviated to
τeq(x) ≈ A1 − Bx2 . (10)
Here, x is again the difference of speeds in relation to the corresponding thermal
velocities. From this it is possible to formulate a simple differential equation
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ruling the evolution of speed differences towards equilibrium, taking into
account the steady decrease of equilibration times as given by (10) or (9)
∂f (x, t)
∂t
= f (x + dx, t)
τ (x + dx) −
f (x, t)
τ (x)
, (11)
leading to
∂2f (x, t)
∂t∂x
= −2Bxf (x, t)
A
+ (1 − Bx
2)
A
∂f (x, t)
∂x
. (12)
The solution, f (x, t), of Eq. (12) is illustrated in Fig. 4. Starting with an initially
normally distributed histogram of observations f (x, 0), the approach of the his-
togram f (x, t) towards an equilibrium is shown. As time proceeds, the number
of cases with small velocity differences increases dramatically on the account
of cases with moderate velocity differences, whereas the number of cases with
large velocity differences remains virtually unchanged.
We have already pointed out in the context of helium velocity distribu-
tions in Fig. 1 that velocity distributions of minor species in slow solar wind
are shaped by Coulomb collisions. Another illustration for this observation
Fig. 4 Illustration of an example of a solution of Eq. (12): as time proceeds from right to left,
an originally gaussian histogram of velocity differences evolves into a histogram, which becomes
strongly peaked towards small velocity differences, whereas cases with large velocity differences
flatten slowly towards a state reminiscent of panel 1 in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5 Histograms of kinetic temperatures of minor ions observed with SOHO/CELIAS (from
Hefti et al. (1998)). In high speed regimes, i.e., at elevated kinetic temperatures the temperatures
are usually following the rule Ti ∝ mi, indicated by the dotted lines. In low-speed regimes and
at low temperatures, temperatures appear more closely to the dashed line which indicates energy
equipartition among minor species, probably as a consequence of Coulomb collisions. Note that
species with the higher Coulomb drag factor (lower m/q2 value) approach the equipartition line
more closely at low temperatures (and low speeds)
has been provided by Hefti et al. (1998), from which we show some contour
plots of histograms in Fig. 5. It is most clearly seen in the correlation of the
kinetic temperatures of O6+ versus H+, where a significant fraction of obser-
vations indicate T(O6+)≈ T(H+), typical of collision-dominated regimes. For
all species the coronal-hole-associated regimes produce elevated kinetic tem-
peratures with Ti ∝ mi, indicative for wave–particle interaction in the corona.
This observation is somewhat counterintuitive as coronal-hole-associated solar
wind is well known to be correlated with relatively low electron temperatures.
As indicated at the end of Sect. 2, preferential heating of minor ions near the
ion–cyclotron resonance, is considered to be the main agent responsible for this
apparent paradoxon.
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4 Observations of charge states
The observation that elements in the solar corona appear in elevated charge
states presented a difficult puzzle to astronomers in the first half of the twenti-
eth century. Early on, the spectra of highly charged species such as Fe XII were
not known and, furthermore, intuition was in conflict with the hypothesis that
the tenuous solar corona would be so much hotter than the solar atmosphere.
On the basis of first principles, one did not expect highly ionized species in the
corona.
The interesting feature about charge states in the solar wind is their diagnos-
tic potential at remote sites. Charge states ofminor species are established in the
inner corona by collisions with hot electrons. As an ionmoves out of the corona,
the ambient coronal electron density decreases, and collisions become so rare
that the charge state of an ion no longer adapts itself to the ambient electron
temperature by recombination, and consequently it “freezes”. Hundhausen
et al. (1968a), and later, Owocki et al. (1983) have elaborated on the details of
charge-state abundances as diagnostic tools.
Setting up the balance of charge states of an element of atomic numberZ and
assuming a steady-state outflow, one obtains a system of conservation equations
for each charge state i
∇ · (nivi) = ne[ni−1Ci−1 − ni(Ci + Ri) + ni+1Ri+1], i = 0, 1, ...Z, (13)
with ni and vi denoting density and flow to velocity of species i. Ci and Ri
are the collisional ionization and the electron recombination rates, respectively,
removing a particle into the next lower or next higher charge state. As is evident
from (13), the set of Z + 1 equations (including charge state 0 for neutrals)
forms a system of equations, which conserves the flux of the element Z. The
rates for Maxwellian electron velocity distributions Ci and Ri are found in the
work of Arnaud and Rothenflug (1985), Arnaud and Raymond (1992) and in
Voronov (1997).2
For the case of a weakly expanding plasma at high density, where a static
equilibrium of charge states is maintained, one can infer so-called “freezing-in
electron temperatures” Te, i.e., from couples of ionic abundances:
ni
ni+1
= Ri+1(Te)
Ci(Te)
, i = 0, 1, ...Z. (14)
4.1 Charge states as diagnostics for coronal conditions
With a given ratio ni/ni+1 Eq. (14) can be resolved forTe. In the literature freeze-
in temperatures, such as defined through Eq. (14), are often used as parameters
2 See also http://www.pa.uky.edu/∼verner/fortran.html.
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for characterizing coronal conditions, rather than reporting abundance ratios
of charge states; although in this case the condition of static equilibrium is
hardly ever fulfilled. Different charge couples will give different temperatures,
because the freezing conditions do not only depend on the coronal temperature
but on the magnitudes of rates and – more precisely – also on the electron den-
sities involved. For instance, large ions exhibit large cross-sections for electron
capture and, hence, freeze at lower densities further out in the corona, where
usually lower temperatures prevail. Comparing charge-state abundances from
different species, it is possible to routinely infer coronal temperature gradients.
Owocki et al. (1983) defined an electron freezing density equaling the ioniza-
tion–recombination exchange time (τi↔i+1 ≡ 1ne(Ri+1+Ci) ) to the expansion time
at the freezing distance
ne(rf ) = nf =
[
nEvE(AE/AF)
H(Ri+1 + Ci)
]1/2
, (15)
where nEvE is the ion flux at 1AU and AE/AF is the ratio of the cross-section
of the flow-tube at 1AU over its cross-section at the freezing distance.
An illustration of the “freezing” concept for charge states is given in Fig. 6,
where the evolution of charge states of Mg from the solar surface to 3 R helio-
centric distance is shown. This so-called “dino-plot” uses the format of diagrams
applied in palaeontology, where certain species expand on the account of others
and will again diminish and become extinct after a certain period. Under con-
ditions frequently found in low-speed solar wind, magnesium freezes typically
to the helium-like Mg10+ because further ionization would require electrons at
energies in excess of 1.7 keV ≈ 20MK.
Owocki and Scudder (1983) investigated the influence of non-Maxwellian
electron tails on the freezing-in properties of oxygen and iron and on pos-
sible biases when inferring electron temperatures under the assumption of a
Maxwellian distribution. However, they did not determine quantitative lim-
its on the importance of non-Maxwellian tails from observations. Dzifcˇáková
(1998, 2000) and Porquet et al. (2001) investigated ionization equilibria in
coronal plasmas with non-Maxwellian velocity distributions. Ko et al. (1996),
using Ulysses/SWICS data, were able to demonstrate that non-Maxwellian
tails had no significant influence on the charge-state distributions, notably on
those of oxygen and carbon, which are most sensitive due to the large ion-
ization potentials of their K-shell electrons. Using data from the CELIAS
experiment on SOHO, Aellig et al. (1998) could provide firm upper lim-
its on the contribution of “hot” electrons (“hot” meaning Thot = 10Te) to
the ionization balance of oxygen and iron. These contributions amount at
most to 5%.
With the enhance efficiency and duty cycle of CELIAS/CTOF on the three-
axis- stabilized SOHO spacecraft, it was also possible to routinely determine
coronal temperature gradients and to continuously measure coronal freezing-in
densities with a time resolution of typically 25min. Aellig et al. (1997a) used
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Fig. 6 Evolution of charge states of Mg. The topmost panel shows the electron temperatures in the
underlying model, which describes a typical expansion of low-speed solar wind. The other panels
illustrate the change from initially neutral Mg to Mg12+. The dominant charge state after freezing
is Mg10+ a typical species found in the solar wind
a scheme parameterizing the radial electron-density dependence, temperature
profile, and the speed dependence to fit-observed charge states. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 7.
4.2 Exotic charge-state distributions
At several instances, substantial amounts of singly ionized helium have been
found to coexist with typical solar wind species such as O6+ (Schwenn et al.
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Fig. 7 Coronal temperature profile derived fromobservations of oxygen and iron charge stateswith
SOHO/CELIAS (adapted fromAellig et al. (1997a)). Such profiles could be derived routinely with
high time resolution. The left panel shows a case with a rather steep profile and elevated electron
temperatures up to 1.7×106 K. Such profiles are typical for low-speed solar wind. The right-hand
side panel illustrates a flatter profile, representative for high-speed, coronal-hole-associated solar
wind with a maximum near 1.5×106K
1980, Gosling et al. 1980). This cannot be explained in terms of a steady-state
flow through a 1–2 MK hot corona. More recently, weakly ionized species have
been detected flowing together with otherwise typical solar-wind charge states
in combination with strong excesses of 3He++ (Ho 1998, Ho et al. 2000). Since
these events of anomalous charge states were always observed in correlation
with coronalmass ejections, NeukommandBochsler (1996) proposed rapid adi-
abatic expansion of magnetic plasmoid bubbles, associated with coronal mass
ejections, to be the cause for the coexistence of weakly and strongly charged
species.
4.3 Charge states as tracers for heliospheric processes
As an example for the potential of compositional features to serve as “hydrolog-
ical” tracers tomap solar-wind streams back to the Sun, wemention the work of
Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. (1997), who succeeded with surgical precision to
identify interfaces between high-speed streams and interstream flows by means
of the Mg/O-abundance ratio and by means of the very sensitive change in the
charge state of oxygen,which always appears to be associatedwith the elemental
composition change. In a similar study, Aellig et al. (1997b) used SOHO/CE-
LIAS-data with 5min time resolution to constrain possible magnetic field-line-
braiding in the interplanetary medium. These authors investigated correlated
features of charge states of iron ions and found an upper limit along the path
(along z) from the location of charge-state freezing in the inner corona to the
site of observation at 1AU. They found
〈(x)2〉
z
∣∣∣∣
R=1AU
≤9× 107m2/m. (16)
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Fig. 8 Superposed epoch analysis of Ulysses/SWICS data covering ten solar rotations (adapted
fromGeiss et al. (1995)). The threemeasured parameters are established in three different domains
of the solar wind: the Mg/O-abundance ratio (blue full circles) is fixed in the source region of the
solar wind, i.e., in the chromosphere. The oxygen freezing temperature (black triangles) is estab-
lished in the corona near the temperaturemaximum (see discussion above). The solar-wind velocity
(red squares) is modified by wave–particle interaction and stream–stream interactions throughout
the heliosphere. During the period of observation, Ulysses was moving at low heliographic lati-
tudes cruising between the southern coronal hole and the streamer belt, which led to a repetitive
high-speed wind stream (gray-shaded area in the plot) and the region near the repetitive current
sheet (marked white). Note that the compositional features show rapid changes at the fringes while
the kinetic property (solar-wind speed) changes smoothly
More recently, Schwadron et al. (2005) undertook a detailed investigation of
compositional and dynamic properties of transitions from coronal-hole-associ-
ated solar wind to slow wind, such as illustrated in Fig. 8. Using a model, which
involves the classical two sources of solar wind on the solar surface, coronal
holes and the active streamer belt, they succeeded to reproduce all facets of
solar-wind properties from the Sun to 5AU. Their model considers foot-point
motions of magnetic fields on the Sun, and with a newly developed concept of
connecting B-fields, which carry slow wind and coronal-hole associated wind
across the separating boundary layer, the two wind types are mixed over a lim-
ited range of heliomagnetic latitudes. This work presents another impressive
case for the diagnostic power of compositional features.
5 Elemental abundances
5.1 Observations
Extensive literature exists on elemental and isotopic abundances in the corona
and in the solar wind. Many of the compilations and reviews relate these abun-
dances to photospheric composition. Originally, the most reliable results on
coronal abundances have been obtained from solar energetic particles, i.e.,
from the so-called gradual events, which accelerate coronal particles with out-
going shocks generated by expanding coronal mass ejections. Summarizing all
the evidence accumulated during the last decades comes close to an attempt
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Fig. 9 Elemental enhancement factors of solar-wind abundances over typical solar system abun-
dances for interstream- and coronal-hole-type flows versus first ionization potential
to hit a moving target; one reason being that the solar wind itself varies its
composition, e.g., with the phase of the solar cycle.
The most prominent mechanism to modify solar photospheric abundances
to coronal and solar-wind abundances is the so-called “FIP” effect illustrated
in Fig. 9. Comparing solar wind abundances (as listed, e.g., in Table 2) and with
solar photospheric or meteoritic abundances groups them according to first
ionisation potentials (FIP’s). In Fig. 9 enrichment factors have been calculated
by dividing the elemental ratio of an element to oxygen in the solar wind (in-
terstream-type or coronal-hole-associated wind) to the corresponding ratio in
the solar system. In the slow-interstream solar wind the low-FIP elements show
typical enhancements over solar-system abundances clustering around a factor
of 2.5–3 – forming the so-called low-FIP plateau. The low-FIP plateau appears
at a lower level for coronal-hole-associated solar wind. On the other hand, high-
FIP elements are usually depleted in the solar wind relative to oxygen. At least
in the case of helium the amount of depletion is variable and possible reasons
for this depletion will be discussed in the following.
TheHe/H-abundance ratio has been known for a long time to vary sometimes
over orders of magnitudes – depending on the solar-wind regime. Depending
on the period of observations one might obtain different results, just because
one might look at different aliquots. Different instruments with different data
reduction procedures have been involved in different studies at different phases
of the solar activity cycle. Confidence in the fidelity of the instrument func-
tions, the instrument calibration and the data reduction procedures applied to
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different experiments depends to a significant degree on the experience and the
psychological constitution of the authors involved.
Studying the literature, one cannot avoid the conclusion that the systematic
uncertainties of instrument functions are more often than not underestimated
and falsely attributed to real variations in the solar wind. This becomes evi-
dent, when comparing the apparent variability of in situ data with the results
obtained through laboratory measurements of the Apollo foils.3 Superposed
to these difficulties - when relating coronal or solar-wind abundances to so-
lar abundances – comes the fact that photospheric abundances are subject to
complex model assumptions on radiative transfer and 3-D dynamics of opti-
cally unresolved photospheric and chromospheric structures. Again, more of-
ten than not, these complications have been underestimated, correspondingly,
the uncertainties of photospheric abundances have often been underestimated
(and in some cases even not stated). Also substantial revisions up to an or-
der of magnitude have occurred, inflicting revisions also on fractionation fac-
tors derived from solar-wind and coronal abundances. We note in passing that
model-invariant abundance ratios, e.g. relating high- and low-FIP elements,
which compare abundances derived from fewer lines of different elements but
originating under comparable photospheric conditions, would be more use-
ful for this type of investigations than comprehensive lists of “solar elemental
abundances”.
Table 1 is a compilation of solar-wind abundances reported in the literature.
All data are in reference to the abundance of oxygen. The uncertainties have
been estimated from statistical fluctuations to the one-sigma level but do also
include systematic uncertainties. The third column contains the so-called in-
terstream (low-speed) solar-wind composition, predominantly flowing at the
fringes of closed field regions (see the article by Schwadron et al. (2005) for
an up-to-date description). The fourth column represents typical abundances
for coronal-hole-associated (fast) solar wind. The last column is for reference:
it lists the coronal abundances derived from solar energetic particle (SEP)
abundances by Reames (1994). As outlined previously, these data have been
inferred from so-called large gradual events, i.e., coronal material accelerated
at shocks of coronal mass ejections. Because these particles arrive with much
higher energies than solar-wind particles, the composition of such flows can be
measured more precisely than the solar-wind composition, although strong but
rather systematic Q/M-fractionation – variable from event to event – occurs.
There exists ample literature also on coronal mass ejection (CME) abun-
dances, which contribute a non-vanishing fraction to the equatorial solar-wind
flow. Judging from the compilation of Webb and Howard (1994), one arrives
at the conclusion that taken over a full solar activity cycle, typically 10% of the
in-ecliptic solar-wind mass flux is related to coronal mass ejections. Recently,
3 Even though the Apollo foil exposures lasted from 77min to 45 h, and consequently, must have
smeared some of the short-term variations of the solar-wind composition, the variability reported in
many in situ observations cannot be reconciled with the considerably smaller variability observed
with the Apollo foils (Bochsler and von Steiger 2004).
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Table 1 Solar-wind elemental abundances
Element Interstream Coronal hole References SEP corona
(Reames 1994)
He 90± 30 75± 10 Bochsler (1984) 57± 3
Bochsler et al. (1986)
von Steiger et al. (2000)
C 0.68± 0.07 0.68± 0.07 von Steiger et al. (2000) 0.465± 0.009
N 0.078± 0.005 0.114± 0.021 Gloeckler et al. (1986) 0.124± 0.003
von Steiger et al. (2000)
O ≡1 ≡1 ≡1
Ne 0.14± 0.03 Geiss et al. (1972) 0.152± 0.004
Bochsler et al. (1986)
Collier et al. (1996)
Na 0.0090± 0.0015 0.0051± 0.0014 Ipavich et al. (1999) 0.0104± 0.0011
Mg 0.147± 0.050 0.106± 0.050 von Steiger et al. (2000) 0.196± 0.004
Al 0.0119± 0.003 0.0081± 0.0004 Bochsler et al. (2000) 0.0157± 0.0016
Si 0.140± 0.050 0.101± 0.040 Bochsler (1989) 0.0152± 0.0004
Galvin et al. (1992)
von Steiger et al. (2000)
S 0.050± 0.015 von Steiger et al. (2000) 0.0318± 0.007
Ar 0.0031± 0.0008 0.0031± 0.0004 Cerutti (1974) 0.0033± 0.0002
Weygand et al. (2001b)
Geiss et al. (2004)
Ca 0.0081± 0.0015 0.0053± 0.0010 Kern et al. (1997) 0.0106± 0.0004
Kern (1999)
Wurz et al. (2003)
Cr 0.0020± 0.0003 0.0015± 0.0003 Paquette et al. (2001) 0.0021± 0.0003
Fe 0.122± 0.050 0.088± 0.050 Schmid et al. (1988) 0.134± 0.004
Aellig et al. (1999a)
Aellig et al. (1999b)
von Steiger et al. (2000)
Richardson and Cane (2004) undertook an extensive study to identify CME’s
on the basis of various compositional features.A similar studywas performedby
Reisenfeld et al. (2003) to establish an algorithm preventing CME’s from “con-
taminating” samples of coronal-hole-associatedwind on theGenesis spacecraft.
Both studies use solar-wind speed as an ordering criterion. From the Reisenfeld
study one realizes that low-speed CME’s are most difficult to be distinguished
from the ambient low-speed solar wind, whereas at high speeds the most clear-
cut identification is possible with elevated charge states of oxgyen and elevated
Mg/O-abundance ratios. The composition of this type of flows varies substan-
tially from event to event and, because such events exhibit complicated spatial
structures, any reported measurement depends heavily on the location of the
relevant in situ instrument relative to the passage of the ejecta.
In many aspects, CME-related flow reflects most closely low-speed solar
wind, except for the general enhancement of He, typically [He]/[H] ≥ 6%. One
wonders, whether CME-related solar wind needs to be considered as an inde-
pendent type of flow, or whether low-speed solar wind reflects a composition,
produced by a multitude of small-scale CME’s, which dissolve in the inner
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corona, while only the large-scale CME’s survive out to spacecraft observations
and remain, hence, distinguishable as independent events. A detailed discussion
and a solid investigation of these relationships on statistical grounds is beyond
the scope of this article.
The purpose of Table 1 is to give a best estimate of solar-wind abundances.
It is biased on the author’s prejudices and notions on the FIP-process. It is
not intended to make an attempt to derive a FIP-fractionation factor or to
test the flatness of a FIP plateau. Multiple entries in the reference column of
Table 1 indicate that many independent references have been considered for
this compilation. Many abundance parameters reported in the literature have
been derived with different purposes in mind. We have used the abundances
of the major refractory elements, Mg+Si +Fe, given in Table 1 of the article
of von Steiger et al. (2000) to derive lumped low-FIP fractionation factors.
The data provided by these authors have the virtue that they have all been
measured with one singular experiment from the same mission and have been
evaluated by one team using the same instrument function. This can, of course,
not completely exclude some systematic (instrumental) biases. Table 1 contains
also some entries on more recent determinations of elemental abundances.
Bochsler et al. (2000) provided a measurement for the Al/Mg-abundance ratio
and quoted Na/Mg abundances given by Ipavich et al. (1999). Similarly, the
value for chromium of Paquette et al. (2001) was related to the iron abundance.
For neon and argon themost reliable values date back to themeasurementswith
the Apollo foils of Geiss et al. (1972). These abundances – all from high-FIP
elements –which apparently do not undergo severe FIP fractionation have been
referred to the coronal-hole-associated solar-wind helium abundance. Finally,
we have related the Ca abundance to its mass neighbor Ar, heavily relying on
the Ar/Ca ratio derived byWeygand et al. (2001b). Note, that our triangulation
through low-FIP elemental abundances has not included Ca. Hence, the Ca
abundance provides an independent test on the level of the previously defined
low-FIP plateau with the abundances of oxygen and argon.
Table 2 presents the solar-wind abundances in the logarithmic dex scale with
the oxygen abundance fixed for all columns at 8.83. The solar-system values
have been adopted from the work of Grevesse and Sauval (1998). The fifth
and the seventh column give the deviation of the solar-wind abundance from
the solar abundance (also in a logarithmic scale) for interstream and for coro-
nal-hole-associated solar wind, respectively. These deviations group now in the
relatively narrow range from 0.39 to 0.46 (corresponding to fractionation fac-
tors of 2.5–2.9) for interstream wind and low-FIP elements such as Na, Mg,
Si, Al, Fe, etc. This good match is, of course, somewhat artificial due to our
lumping procedure for the major elements Mg, Si, and Fe, described in the
previous paragraph. However, note that the Ca abundance is fully independent
of this procedure and gives an excellent match, as the other high-FIP elements
Na, Al, and Cr confirm the absolute flatness of the high-FIP plateau. The latter
three elements having been determined independently and linked to Mg and
Fe, respectively. High-FIP and intermediate elements (He, N, Ne, etc.) cluster
around 0. Unfortunately there is no independent solar-system reference for Ar.
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Table 2 Solar-wind elemental abundances and solar-system abundances (for references of solar-
wind measurements, see Table 1)
Element FIP Solar system Interstream IS/SS Coronal hole CH/SS
[V] (Grevesse and Sauval 1998)
He 24.6 [10.92]a,b 10.78± 0.13 −0.14 10.71± 0.05 −0.21
C 11.3 8.52 8.66± 0.05 +0.14 8.66± 0.05 +0.14
N 14.5 7.92 7.72± 0.03 −0.20 7.89± 0.07 −0.03
O 13.6 ≡ 8.83 ≡ 8.83 ≡ 0 ≡ 8.83 ≡ 0
Ne 21.6 8.001c 7.98± 0.08 −0.02 7.98± 0.08 −0.02
Na 5.1 6.32 6.78± 0.06 +0.46 6.54± 0.06 +0.22
Mg 7.6 7.58 8.00± 0.13 +0.42 7.86± 0.17 +0.28
Al 6.0 6.49 6.91± 0.06 +0.42 6.73± 0.06 +0.24
Si 8.2 7.56 7.98± 0.09 +0.42 7.83± 0.13 +0.24
S 10.4 7.33 7.53± 0.12 +0.20 7.52± 0.12 +0.19
Ar 15.8 [6.40]a 6.32± 0.06 6.32± 0.06
Ca 6.1 6.35 6.74± 0.07 +0.39 6.55± 0.06 +0.20
Cr 6.8 5.67 6.13± 0.08 +0.46 6.01± 0.08 +0.34
Fe 7.9 7.50 7.92± 0.13 +0.42 7.77± 0.09 +0.27
a Values in brackets no photospheric measurement exists
b We use the value for the outer convective zone of the Sun from helioseismological observations
given by Däppen (1998) as reference
c Here, we adopt the Ne abundance derived by Holweger (2001). See Sect. 6.2 for an independent
determination
The case of coronal-hole-associated FIP enrichments is less clear, however.
According to Table 2 the enrichment factors for low-FIP elements group in the
range from1.6 to 2.2. The higher end is determined by the somewhat elevated Fe
abundance (including Cr, which has been tied to Fe). Had we used the solar Fe
abundanceofHolweger (2001), thepicturewouldbe somewhatmore consistent.
For reasons of internal consistency, we have exclusively used the photo-
spheric or meteoritic values of Grevesse and Sauval (1998) in Table 2. In
many cases meteoritic and photospheric values agree within less than 15%.
In cases of doubt and for non-volatile elements we have adopted the meteoritic
value to be the “solar-system” value, implying that carbonaceous chondrites are
faithful representatives of solar system matter, except for the noble gases and
nitrogen.
Holweger (2001) and coworkers have carefully evaluated some key abun-
dances, partly using 3-D hydrodynamical models of the solar atmosphere.
Whereas there is generally good agreement for the low-FIP elements, which
are less controversial anyway, because they can be inferred from meteoritic
values, the revision of Holweger (2001) brings different values for the high-FIP
elements, which are purely photospheric. The differences range up to 30% (in
the case of nitrogen). The computed fractionation factors IS/SS and CH/SS in
Table 2 would converge somewhat better towards 0, had we used Holwegers
photospheric abundances for high-FIP elements except for the case of nitro-
gen. Note again, that the flatness of the high-FIP plateau in this table might
be somewhat misleading, because some of the low-FIP abundances (Mg, Si,
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and Fe) have been tied together using similar fractionation factors for all three
elements. On the other hand Na, Al, and Cr have been tied to abundances of
the major low-FIP elements, since refractory elements provide generally more
reliable solar system references. The abundances of these minor elements con-
firm the flatness of the low-FIP plateau, but they do not provide independent
proof for the validity of the FIP-enhancement factor in this table. Similarly,
Weygand et al. (2001b) tied their Ar values to the solar-system Ca abundance.
While von Steiger et al. (2000) clearly state that both solar-wind types, slow
and fast, show a definite enrichment of low-FIP elements, Aellig et al. (1999b)
take a cautious view and emphasize the difficulties relating solar-wind and
coronal abundances to solid and reliable photospheric abundance ratios be-
tween low- and high-FIP elements. These doubts seem justified in view of the
fact, that determinations of photospheric abundances rest heavily on model
assumptions about the solar atmosphere with the corresponding uncertainties.
Some of these uncertainties can be eliminated if photospheric abundance ratios
rather than plain abundances are considered, as has been shown by Aellig et al.
(1999b). Special difficulties in studying FIP-related fractionation are encoun-
tered with high-FIP elements, because, either there are no independent photo-
spheric observations, or the solar-abundance values are based on coronal or
solar-wind abundances. Another cautionary remark about such compilations,
as the ones given here, is also in order: these values are statistical averages,
and, considering the complicated mechanisms, which might be involved in the
solar-wind feeding process, it would be surprising if a given regime would al-
ways reproduce exactly the same fractionation factor in the solar wind. This
point has been strongly emphasized especially for the case of low-speed solar
wind by the Ulysses/SWICS-Team ( von Steiger et al. 2000, Schwadron et al.
2005). A critical assessment of the variability of isotopic abundances follows in
Sect. 6.
5.2 Modeling elemental fractionation
The ordering of enrichment factors according to FIP puts the location of the
elemental fractionation into the upper solar atmosphere, where elements are
ionized and can be transferred into the transition region and into the corona.
There is apparently a general consensus among the many different attempts
for theoretical explanations on this point, but opinions on details of the pro-
cesses disagree. This is no surprise in view of the complexity of the mechanisms
involved. While von Steiger and Geiss (1989) elaborate on FIP separation in
different magnetic loops using the action of gravity and acceleration to sepa-
rate ions from neutrals, Schwadron et al. (1999) describe the solar-wind feeding
process as a stochastic superposition of heating and separation of ions from
neutrals in loops of different sizes. On the other hand, Marsch et al. (1995)
invoke a more simple steady-state diffusion model, which separates ions from
neutrals and feeds them into the solar wind in a two-step process. In the first
step particles are ionized and, depending on the ionization rate, they are fed
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more or less efficiently to the second step, where ions are driven up into the
solar-wind flow with another efficiency factor, which depends on Coulomb-fric-
tion with protons. The model of Schwadron et al. (1999) does not investigate
the ionization process in detail but assumes charge-state equilibria of different
species following collisional ionization and recombination at different levels
in the transition region, as given by Arnaud and Rothenflug (1985). On the
other hand, the models of Geiss and Bochsler (1985), von Steiger and Geiss
(1989), andMarsch et al. (1995) use photoionization rates considering balances
of different levels of atoms.
We have emphasized above that what is ultimately observed will be a statis-
tical average, since a given solar-wind flux-tube might well be fed intermittently
from different fractionation sites and all theories discussed so far rest on unreal-
istic assumptions and use too many free parameters. A more realistic approach
to discuss elemental fractionation would involve dynamic ionization models as
the ones developed by Carlsson and Stein (1999, 2002). And a more realistic
model should reduce the number of free parameters and use detailed optical
information on the dynamical state of the chromosphere instead. Such a model
should consider time-dependent photoionization and collisional ionization in
shocked environments. Needless to say that a detailed analysis involving ele-
ments with different ionization properties in a 3-Dmodel requires a muchmore
elaborate treatment than all models discussed so far.
The most important case of elemental fractionation between solar wind and
the OCZ of the Sun, i.e., the case of the He/H fractionation, is probably also
the most difficult one. Helium with the abundant isotope, 4He, has two short-
comings with respect to discrimination against hydrogen: it has the highest FIP
of all elements and its most abundant charge state in the solar wind, 4He2+,
has the least favorable Coulomb drag factor among the commonly observed
species in the solar wind. We will discuss this in more detail in the context of
isotopic fractionation.
6 Isotopic abundances
The most reliable information on the isotopic composition of the solar OCZ
originates from solar-wind measurements. Optical observations can yield clues
on the isotopic composition of the photosphere for a few elements, which can
formmolecules at photospheric conditions. Valuable isotopic composition data
are also available from solar energetic particles (e.g., Cohen et al. 2000, Leske
et al. 2001), however, SEPs show a relatively large variability in isotopic com-
position from event to event due to synchronously operating elemental and
mass-dependent fractionation processes at different sites in the solar atmo-
sphere. The most prominent evidence is the sometimes dramatic enhancement
of the 3He/4He abundance ratio in impulsive flares, due to resonant heat-
ing of 3He in the flare acceleration process. Cases with strong 3He enrich-
ments have occasionally also been found in solar-wind flows associated with
coronalmass ejections (Hoet al. 2000). Possibly, suchflowsoriginate inmagnetic
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flux-tubes, which were contaminated with resonantly heated plasma from
nearby flare sites, as is evidenced also by the presence of anomalous charge
states. In view of themany uncertainties related to the fractionation of SEPs and
the large uncertainties of isotopic abundances from solar molecules, we will use
exclusively meteoritic (and terrestrial) references for the following discussion.
6.1 Observations
Table 3 is a compilation of published data on the isotopic composition in the so-
lar wind at the time of the submission of this review early in 2006. The solar-sys-
tem values are mostly meteoritic. In the case of non-volatile elements very little
variation between meteoritic, terrestrial, and lunar samples is observed. The
corresponding experimental uncertainties (not given in Table 3) are tiny com-
pared to solar-wind uncertainties. The digits given in Table 3 for solar-system
ratios are significant. The uncertainties of the solar-wind values usually cover
1 standard deviation.We expect that the information pertinent to the solar wind
might be outdated in several respects after publication of the complete Genesis
mission results. However, applications and general conclusions will most likely
remain the same.
For the solar system isotopic abundance ratio, 14N/15N, we have used the
recently published value of Abbas et al. (2004), confirming an earlier measure-
Table 3 Solar-wind isotope-abundances
Isotope ratio Solar wind References Solar system
4He:3He 2,350 ± 120 Geiss et al. (1972) Not available
Geiss et al. (2004)
2,450 ± 460 Ogilvie et al. (1980b) Not available
Coplan et al. (1984)
Bodmer and Bochsler (1998)
Gloeckler and Geiss (1998)
14N:15N 200 ± 55 Kallenbach et al. (1998a) 448 ± 62
16O:18O 446 ± 90 Collier et al. (1998) 498.8
Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. (2001)
20Ne:22Ne 13.7 ± 0.3 Geiss et al. (1972) Not available
Geiss et al. (2004)
20Ne:22Ne 13.8 ± 0.7 Kallenbach et al. (1997) Not available
20Ne:21Ne 411 ± 40 Geiss et al. (1972) Not available
Geiss et al. (2004)
24Mg:25Mg:26Mg 78.5 ± 0.8 : 10.2 ± 0.5 : 11.3 ± 0.7 Bochsler et al. (1996) 78.99:10.00:11.01
Kucharek et al. (1998)
28Si:29Si:30Si 92.20 ± 0.26 : 4.54 ± 0.20 : 3.26 ± 0.21 Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. (1998) 92.23:4.67:3.10
36Ar:38Ar 5.3 ± 0.3 Cerutti (1974) 5.32
Geiss et al. (2004)
5.5 ± 0.5 Weygand et al. (2001a)
Weygand et al. (2001b)
40Ca:42Ca:44Ca 96.9 ± 0.34 : 0.76 : 1.99 ± 0.34 Kallenbach et al. (1998b) 96.941:0.647:2.086
54Fe:56Fe:57Fe 6.20 ± 0.34 : 91.24 ± 0.53 : 2.28 ± 0.46 Ipavich et al. (2001) 5.8:91.72:2.2
58Ni:60Ni 68.1 : 25.9 : 3.9 Ipavich (2006) 68.27:26.10:3.59
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ment of Owen et al. (2001) for the Jovian atmosphere. The solar-wind value
differs substantially from Jupiter, and the two values are inconsistent with each
other. It seems unlikely that the solar-wind value is so low due to isotopic
fractionation; on the other hand, given the abundance of nitrogen in Jupiter’s
atmosphere it seems also unlikely that Jupiter differs by a large factor from the
protosolar value, e.g., due to admixture of light nitrogen from grains and ices.
Clarification might be obtained by re-evaluating the SOHO/CELIAS results,
which now cover a full solar cycle.
In Table 3 we have not included measurements of iron isotopic abundances
by Oetliker et al. (1997). Their results obtained with WIND/MASS differ sig-
nificantly from solar system values and have not been confirmed by Ipavich
et al. (2001) for the solar wind.
To unambiguously identify possible isotopic fractionation effects, the three
abundant isotopes of magnesium have been used. Magnesium is a moderately
refractory element, for which the solar elemental abundance agrees very well
with the one for meteorites. Thus, it is safe to assume that no loss concomi-
tant with isotopic fractionation has occurred in the relevant meteoritic samples.
Furthermore, all solar system samples, including lunar and terrestrial ones,
as well as meteorites attributed to Martian origin, show very similar isoto-
pic magnesium compositions except for a tiny contribution from long-lived
(τ1/2 = 740,000 years) radioactive 26Al, which decayed after solidification of the
samples. Normal solar system matter, including the Sun, contain some minute
amounts of fossil 26Al. Only a few calcium- and aluminum-rich early conden-
sates in meteorites show some variability in 26Mg, indicating that 26Al was still
alive when the sample solidified (Lee et al. 1976).
Figure 10 is an illustration of derived solar-wind fractionation effects for a
variety of moderately refractory elements. It appears from the compilation of
Table 3 that no evidence for isotopic fractionation (to the limit of a few percent
per mass unit) can be derived. However, this conclusion does not include all
the available evidence. In situ experiments have the advantage that one can
obtain considerably more insight than just computing long-time averages of
parameters with the goal to compare them with meteoritic and photospheric
abundances. It is possible to investigate the variability of fractionation parame-
ters under different solar-wind regimes. If a systematic fractionation of isotopes
really occurs in the solar wind, all theoretical evidence and the observations
of the He/H variability suggest, that there should be a trend in strength of this
fractionation with other solar-wind parameters, e.g., with the solar-wind speed,
the solar-wind proton flux or, most importantly, with theHe/H-abundance ratio.
Most theoretical models of the FIP fractionation lead to the conclusion that the
FIP effect, basically being an atomic effect, will not fractionate isotopes in any
significant manner. Hence, one would not expect to observe isotopic fraction-
ation related to FIP enrichments or depletions. This leaves inefficient Coulomb
drag, or mass-discriminating wave–particle interaction in the corona as prime
candidate processes yielding such effects.
Studies specially designed to locate such effects have been carried out earlier.
We refer to the work of the CELIAS-Team (Kallenbach et al. 1998c, Kucharek
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Fig. 10 Illustration of the compilation in Table 3. All refractory elements except Ca are included.
Using unfractionated isotopic abundances of refractory elements in the solar system as baseline,
a systematic isotopic fractionation effect in the solar wind is expected to reveal a systematic trend
in this plot. No such fractionation has emerged at the level of accuracy obtained from in situ
measurements
et al. 1998), who investigated possible trends of isotopic fractionation with
the solar-wind speed. The observed trends point in the sense of heavier spe-
cies being depleted in low-speed solar wind, just as one would expect from
inefficient Coulomb drag. The measurements published so far, however, are
still consistent with no trend at all. One encounters the same general picture,
when comparing isotopic ratios from the foil experiments carried out during
the Apollo missions Geiss et al. (1972) Wiens et al. (2004).
6.2 Interpretation
In order to make inferences on the isotopic composition of the OCZ of the
Sun, one has to understand possible fractionation processes in the solar wind.
As mentioned in the case of the solar-wind He/H-abundance ratio, such pro-
cesses can produce substantial modifications – at least with respect to
elemental abundances. The observed He/H variability, or at least part of it,
is generally attributed to inefficient Coulomb drag, and hence, as pointed out
before, one would expect isotopic fractionation to correlate with the He/H var-
iability. The difficulty of allocating a clear cause to this effect lies in the fact,
that 4He++ is not only the species with the least efficient Coulomb drag fac-
tor, but helium as an element, might be specially discriminated because of its
exceedingly high FIP (and correspondingly elevated atomic excitation levels).
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Two approaches to distinguish the influence of the FIP effect from the influ-
ence of inefficient Coulomb drag can be envisioned. An investigation following
the first approach is currently in preparation: it consists in the search for a cor-
relation between the ionizing EUV-radiation flux in the source region and the
He/H-abundance ratio in the corresponding flux tube at 1AU. The results found
heretofore indicate a weak anticorrelation, which could be interpreted as the
consequence of somewhat enhanced EUV fluxes related to interstream solar
wind emanating from the fringes of closed field regions. The other approach
involves a three-element correlation, using helium, hydrogen, and neon fluxes.
Considering the more favorable Coulomb drag factors of Ne8+ compared to
4He++, one expects the Ne/H ratio to remain practically unaffected in the
upper transition zone and the low corona. The Ne/H ratio in the solar wind
could therefore be used as a monitor for fractionating effects in the ioniza-
tion process. The experimental evidence is ambiguous. Inspecting data from
the ACE spacecraft one obtains the impression that the Ne/H and the He/H
ratios in long-time averages correlate strongly, i.e., that the large variability of
the He/H ratio is correlated to a variability of the Ne/H ratio of comparable
importance. Either this could be the result of a variable FIP depletion of the two
high-FIP elements He and Ne, or this could be the consequence of inefficient
Coulomb drag in a temperature region, where neon is still in a low ionization
state. We will further comment on this possibility in the next paragraph.
Wimmer-Schweingruber (1994) has carried out a systematic investigation
of interplanetary current-sheet-crossing events with Ulysses/SWICS data and
found a very weak depletion of the He/O-ratio (of the order of 30%) compared
to coronal-hole-associated wind. Oxygen has a very similar first ionization
potential as hydrogen, and the first ionization of oxygen strongly couples to
the ionization of hydrogen through charge exchange between the two spe-
cies. Hence, no strong fractionation through ionization is expected. Indeed, the
O/H ratio near current-sheet crossings remains virtually unchanged (Wimmer-
Schweingruber 1994). Similarly, He/Ne-abundance ratios observed with
ACE/SWICS reveal no trend while the He/H ratio varies over a factor of 5.
This renders a general He depletion against Ne (and H) due to inefficient
ionization unlikely – a conclusion, which is reinforced when considering the
photoionization cross sections shown in Fig. 11. Although neon has a some-
what lower ionization threshold, it seems extremely implausible that a vari-
able ionizing spectrum is capable of separating helium and neon with variable
fractionation factors.
Inefficient Coulomb drag remains an attractive option also to explain the
variability of the He/Ne-abundance ratio as observed with the Apollo foils.
Using the Coulomb fractionation model of Bodmer and Bochsler (1998), it is
possible to correlate fractionation factors as follows:
fi,j =
[
1 − C∗pHi/	p
]
[
1 − C∗pHj/	p
] . (17)
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Fig. 11 Photoionization cross sections of H, He, and Ne according to Verner et al. (1996)
The fractionation factors are defined as the ratio of a measured isotopic abun-
dance ratio divided by the corresponding ratio at the source (denoted with
subscript o):
fi,j =: ([i]/[j])
([i]/[j])o . (18)
	p in (17) is the proton flux integrated over the full space (	p = nvpπr2)
in units of s−1, and C∗p is a numerical factor, also in units of s−1, which relates
the electrostatic interaction of the minor species with protons to the solar grav-
itational attraction (see Bochsler (2000) for details). Hi is the Coulomb drag
factor for the species i:
Hi = 2A − Q − 1Q2
√
A + 1
A
. (19)
A is again the mass of the particle in atomic units, and Q is its effective charge
in units of proton charges. Now, relating the elemental fractionation factor of
helium with respect to neon, f4,20, to the isotopic 3He/4He-fractionation factor,
f4,3 , it is possible to eliminate the ratio C∗p/	p in (17):
f4,20 = f4,3(H4 − H3)
(H4 − H20) − f4,3(H3 − H20) . (20)
This is to be converted into abundance ratios with the above definitions of fi,j
([4]/[20]) = (H4 − H3) · ([4]/[3]) ·
([4]/[20])o
([4]/[3])o
(H4 − H20) − ([4]/[3])([4]/[3])o · (H3 − H20)
. (21)
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In order to compare this simple model of Coulomb fractionation with obser-
vational data, one first needs to determine the only free parameters, which are
the abundance ratios ([4]/[3])o and ([4]/[20])o at the source, i.e., in the pho-
tosphere. Since these are unknown, we have to find some other point along
the dashed fractionation line in Fig. 12. We use the averages obtained with the
Apollo-foil experiments Geiss et al. (2004) ([4]/[3])o = 2, 350 and ([4]/[20])o =
570. The result of this comparison is shown in Fig. 12 with the dashed line
delineating Eq. 21.
Another indication against atomic fractionation effects and against ineffi-
cient Coulomb-drag effects in low ionization states is the flatness and invari-
ance of the low-FIP plateau from Na through Ni in low-speed as well as in
coronal-hole-associated solar-wind regimes. We interpret this as strong
evidence against drag-related fractionation among weakly ionizing species.
Table 4 is a summary of the discussion in this section. Assuming that just two
different mechanisms, the so-called FIP effect and inefficient Coulomb drag
(combinedwith gravitational deceleration), contribute to the shaping of coronal
and solar-wind abundances, we conclude that – considering the observational
evidence – the FIP effect plays a minor role for varying the He/H-abundance
ratio. Most of it must be ascribed to the action of Coulomb drag. This bears
consequences for the assessment of possible isotopic fractionation-effects in the
solar wind.
Fig. 12 The data points representmeasurements of the individual Apollo foils as reported byGeiss
et al. (1972, 2004). The dashed line illustrates the relation between the He/Ne-elemental abundance
ratio and the 4He/3He-isotopic ratio as predicted from the Coulomb-fractionation model (Eq. 21).
Although the experimental uncertainties are too large to be conclusive, the agreement indicates
that Coulomb fractionation is sufficient to explain the variations of the He/Ne-abundance ratios
as observed with the Apollo foils, and no FIP fractionation needs to be invoked to explain these
variations. To define a photospheric helium/neon-abundance ratio at the solar symbol on the frac-
tionation line, the photospheric helium isotopic ratio 4He/3He= 2,670, derived by Bodmer and
Bochsler (1998) (see Sect. 6.3) has been adopted
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Table 4 Elemental fractionation effects and causes
Elemental ratio Possible effect by Possible effect by
FIP inefficient Coulomb drag at high
temperature and low density
He/H Weak Strong
O/H None Weak
Ne/H Weak Weak
He/O Weak Moderate
He/Ne None (see Fig. 11) Moderate (see Fig. 12)
Na/Fe None Weak or none
6.3 Some inferences from solar-wind isotopic abundances
Based on the SWICS/Ulysses measurements in the solar wind and assum-
ing that the systematic depletion of the helium abundance in the solar wind
was entirely due to inefficient Coulomb drag, Bodmer and Bochsler (1998),
derived a 4He:3He ratio of 2,670 ± 500 for the OCZ, which corresponds
to 3(He/H)OCZ = (3.10± 0.66)× 10−5. Assuming an initial 3He abundance
adopted from the Jovian atmosphere (Mahaffy et al. 2000) and from the solar
He/H-abundance ratio, yields 3He/Hinitial = 1.38 × 10−5. Furthermore, assum-
ing an initial D/H ratio, as presently observed in the interstellar medium, as
a lower limit for the presolar deuterium abundance, D/Hinitial ≤ 1.5 × 10−5,
leaves for a possible secular increase less than 2 ppm of 3He/H, which could be
attributed to leakage from the radiative zone into the OCZ.
The fact that the 3He/H ratio amounts to as much as 2% at the fringes of the
nuclear burning zone near the mass coordinate Mr  0.6M shows that any
mixing or diffusive process is extremely weak. Turbulent mixing of the Sun has
been considered in different scenarios as a remedy for the neutrino problem in
the past few decades (Schatzmann 1969). Note that the absence of a noticeable
“3He-contamination” in the solar atmosphere not only eliminates the opera-
tion of a long-time process but also the possibility of periodic occurrences of
short-time mixing, since such a diagnostic has a memory over the entire solar
lifetime, not to be erased in the OCZ.
Constraining fractionation by inefficient Coulomb-drag with the solar-wind
He/H-depletion, and using the 20Ne/22Ne solar-wind values provided with
the Apollo foils (Geiss et al. 1972) and with the SOHO/CELIAS experi-
ment Kallenbach et al. (1997), Wiens et al. (2004) estimated the photospheric
20Ne/22Ne ratio to be 13.35± 0.80. Of course, this information is of limited use,
since there is no comparable value for the interstellar medium. Nevertheless,
it might serve as a baseline for models of evolution of planetary and cometary
atmospheres and of fractionation within the solar system and the heliosphere,
as constraint for galactic chemical evolutionmodels, or as benchmark for nucle-
osynthetic modeling of stellar evolution.
Similarly, on the basis of the Coulomb-fractionation model and of Fig. 12
we can derive a He/Ne-elemental abundance ratio for the OCZ by combining
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the Apollo-foil measurements and the Coulomb-fractionation theory. We esti-
mate the ratio for (4He/20Ne)OCZ to be 720 ± 200. Together with the isotopic
abundances derived above, this yields
(He/Ne)OCZ = 670 ± 200. (22)
Provided that the model assumptions concerning Coulomb-drag fractionation
are correct, we are now in a situation to derive a neon abundance for the
OCZ, which has the advantage of being directly related to a helioseismologi-
cal determination of helium and being absolutely independent of photospheric
abundance determinations. Adopting the value Y = 0.247 used by Däppen
(1998), we find a logarithmic dex value of 10.92, which brings the solar neon
abundance A(Ne) to 8.09 ± 0.15, (2σ uncertainty) consistent with the value
reported by Holweger (2001) (see the entry for neon in Table 2). Our value
is, however, incompatible with the value A(Ne) = 8.29 ± 0.05 used by Bahcall
et al. (2005) as a remedy for the solar opacity problem after the revision of
photospheric abundances by Asplund et al. (2005).
Combining our result for the solar neon-abundance with the result of the
neon/oxygen-abundance ratio as shown in Table 1 we derive the solar oxygen
abundance to be A(O)= 8.94± 0.15. This determination rests on the assump-
tion that the solar wind faithfully reflects the solar neon/oxygen-abundance
ratio. This seems justified in view of the fact (see Sect. 6.2) that neon and oxy-
gen are both high-FIP elements with neighboring masses, which maintain a
constant abundance ratio under different solar-wind conditions (Bochsler et al.
1986, von Steiger et al. 2000). Furthermore, oxygen- and neon-abundances are
generally strongly correlated in the solar wind despite concomitant large He/H
variations. Note that our value is, again, independent of photospheric abun-
dance determinations since it rests entirely on solar-wind measurements and
the helioseismological determination of helium in the OCZ. It is consistent
with the older photospheric determination of Grevesse and Sauval (1998) but
incompatible with the revised values of Asplund et al. (2005).
Several other applications for solar-system research and for galactic chemical
evolution, similar to those listed above, will evolve, once the interpretation of
the Genesis solar-wind sample return mission will become available. However,
it is important to note that valid inferences for the solar isotopic composition
from solar-wind measurements will require further careful investigation of the
variability of solar-wind isotopic fractionation effects. Furthermore, the isotopic
fractionation effect of gravitational settling through the lower boundary of the
OCZ needs to be assessed carefully for this type of applications (Bochsler 2000;
Turcotte and Wimmer-Schweingruber 2002).
7 Conclusions
In this review we have dealt with various aspects of minor species in the solar
wind. It is interesting to note that although it was realized early on that the
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solar wind not only consists of protons and electrons, it took about 20 years
to recognize that helium, which makes up only about 5% in numbers, plays
an important and active role in the dynamics of solar wind (Noci and Porri
1983, Bürgi and Geiss 1986). Throughout this review, we have not included
a discussion of pickup ions, which also play an important role in the dynam-
ics of the solar wind as one moves beyond 10AU away from the Sun. Pickup
ions originating from interstellar gas and presumably from the interaction of
interstellar dust with solar-wind ions populate the energy ranges outside those
of the typical solar wind even in the innermost part of the solar system. They
act as seeds for solar energetic particles and they are specially susceptible to
acceleration by interplanetary shocks and coronal mass ejections. The so-called
anomalous cosmic-ray component is also thought to originate from pickup ions
(Fisk et al. 1974).
Realizing that the solar wind is recorded in lunar and asteroidal regoliths,
helped in the early history of solar-wind research to develop experimental
methods and theoretical concepts for the understanding of minor species in
the solar wind. It was planned to incorporate a section on the historic solar
wind into this review. The possibility to use regoliths as archives for the his-
tory of the solar wind and the near-Earth environment during the past billion
years has been promoted by different authors at many occasions (see Kim et al.
(1995) for an illustrative example). However, this now seems premature, given
the recent lessons of the Genesis mission, which have shown, that deciphering
these archives is not as simple as previously thought. Several findings attributed
to a secular variability of the solar wind are now suspected to be due to biases
of implantation processes and storage of low-energy particles in solids. Despite
all these difficulties, it seems clear that the irradiation history of regoliths has
been linked with well-identifiable timemarks, and the potential of documenting
space climate in the past, remains intact, even if the scripture is more difficult
to read than previously anticipated.
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